Nerve cells restrict neurotransmitter release to their synapses. That restriction, say Markus Missler (Georg-August Universität, Göttingen, Germany), Thomas Sudhof (University of Texas Southwestern, Dallas, TX), and colleagues, is provided in part by the synaptic proteins α-neurexins. These cell adhesion proteins promote calcium channel activity, and thus fusion of neurotransmitter vesicles, at the synaptic junctions.

FigureAxonal transmission dies away as more neurexins are removed (left to right).Missler/Macmillan

The polymorphism and adhesion properties of neurexins led researchers to suspect a synapse-forming function. But Missler and coworkers found that mice lacking all three α-neurexins had ultrastructurally normal synapses. The mice breathed with difficulty and died on the first day after birth. In the brain stem, where breathing rhythms are generated, synapses showed reduced frequency of spontaneous transmission--- a possible sign of presynaptic problems. Reduced amplitudes of synaptic responses were also evident after stimulation of neurons in the neocortex.

The reduced transmission was not further reduced by drugs blocking N-type calcium channels, suggesting that neurexins normally help the channels to function. Channels were still made and transported to the cell membrane. Thus, channels may no longer be localized to the synapse or, as Missler suggests, no longer get activated. Consistent with the latter idea, whole cell calcium currents from the cell bodies were also reduced in mutants.

According to the activation hypothesis, "in neurons, unlike in other tissues, a negative clamp may exist on the function of calcium channels, and neurexin is needed to remove this clamp," says Missler. "It may sound a bit out of the blue. But neurons have to control the number of active calcium channels very tightly because of the negative consequences of excessive calcium influx. So neurexin may provide a localized activation of calcium channels at synapses." ▪
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